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A commitment scheme is a two-phase cryptographic
protocol between two parties, a sender and a receiver, sat-
isfying the following constraints. At the end of the Com-
mit phase the sender is committed to a specific value (of-
ten a single bit) that he cannot change later on (Commit-
ments are binding) and the receiver should have no in-
formation about the committed value, other than what he
already knew before the protocol (Commitments are con-
cealing). In the Unveil phase, the sender sends extra in-
formation to the receiver that allows him to determine the
value that was concealed by the commitment. Bit commit-
ments are important components of zero-knowledge pro-
tocols [GMW91, BCC88], and other more general two-
party cryptographic protocols [Kil88].

A natural intuitive implementation of a commitment is
performed using an envelope (see Figure 1). Some in-
formation written on a piece of paper may be commit-
ted to by sealing it inside an envelope. The value inside
the sealed envelope cannot be guessed (envelopes are con-
cealing) without modifying the envelope (opening it) nor
the content may be modified (envelopes are binding).
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Figure 1: Committing with an envelope.
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Unveiling the content of the envelope is achieved by
opening it and extracting the piece of paper inside (see
Figure 2).

The terminology of commitments, influenced by the le-
gal vocabulary, first appeared in the contract signing pro-
tocols of Shimon Even [Eve82], although it seems fair to
attribute the concept to Manuel Blum [Blu82] who im-
plicitly uses it for coin flipping around the same time. In
his Crypto 81 paper, Even refers to Blums contribution
saying: In the summer of 1980, in a conversation, M.
Blum suggested the use of randomization for such pro-
tocols. So apparently Blum introduced the idea of using
random hard problems to commit to something (coin, con-
tract, etc). However, one can also argue that the earlier
work of Shamir, Rivest and Adleman [SRA81] on mental
poker implicitly used commitments as well, since in order
to generate a fair deal of cards, Alice encrypts the card
names under her own encryption key, which is the basic
idea for implementing commitments.

Under such computational assumptions, commitments
come in two dual flavours : binding but computation-
ally concealing commitments and concealing but compu-
tationally binding commitments.
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Figure 2: Unveiling from an envelope.

Commitments of the first type may be achieved from
any one-way function [Nao91, HILL98] while those
of the second type may be achieved from any one-
way permutation (or at least regular one-way function)
[NOVY93] or any collision-free hash function [HM96]
(see also collision resistance and hash function). It is still
an open problem to achieve commitments of the second
type from one-way functions only.

A simple example of a bit commitment of the first type
is obtained using the Goldwasser-Micali probabilistic en-
cryption scheme with ones own pair of public keys (n, q)
such that n is an RSA modulus and q a random quadratic
non-residue modulo n with Jacobi symbol +1. Unveiling
is achieved by providing a square root of each quadratic
residue and of quadratic non-residue multiplied by q. A
similar example of a bit commitment of the second type is
constructed from someone elses pair of public keys (n, r)
such that n is an RSA modulus and r a random quadratic
residue modulo n. A zero bit is committed using a random
quadratic residue mod n while a one bit is committed us-
ing a random quadratic residue multiplied by r modulo
n. Unveiling is achieved by providing a square root of
quadratic residues committing to a zero and of quadratic
residues multiplied by r used to commit to a one.

Unconditionally binding and concealing commitments
can also be obtained under the assumption of the exis-
tence of a binary symmetric channel [Cré97] and under
the assumption that the receiver owns a bounded amount
of memory [CCM98]. In multiparty scenarios [GMW91,
BOGW88, CCD88], commitments are usually achieved
through Verifiable Secret Sharing Schemes [CGMA85].
However, the two-prover case [BOGKW88] does not re-
quire the verifiable property because the provers are phys-
ically isolated from each other during the life span of the
commitments.

.

In a quantum computation model it was first believed
that commitment schemes could be implemented with un-
conditional security for both parties [BCJL93] but it was
later demonstrated that if the sender is equipped with a
quantum computer, then any unconditionally concealing
commitment cannot be binding [May97, LH97].

Commitments exist with various extra properties:
chameleon/trapdoor commitments [BCC88, FS89], com-
mitments with equality (attributed to Bennett and
Rudich in [Kil92, CGT95]), non-malleable commitments
[DDN91] (with respect to unveiling [CIO98]), mutually
independent commitments [LLM+01], universally com-
posable commitments [CF01].
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